MASSIVE LNG TANK

The proposed Epping LNG tank would be larger than the 140 foot “Rainbow Tank” in Boston.

Liberty Utilities LNG Tank:
• 150-170 feet tall, 200 feet in diameter
• 15 acre footprint in a former quarry
• Pipeline and LNG tank gas capacity is far beyond our needs, leaving the impression the gas is for export, which would raise prices.
• Learn about the blast zone, view photos & video of the site, join a pipeline group, conference calls and more at ECHOaction.org.

Is Epping the right place for this?
Liberty Customers,
YOU PAY FOR IT ALL

You pay for the pipeline and the LNG tank. Even if they stop using it, you still pay. Liberty Utilities and their shareholders profit at no risk.

If you can afford to help Liberty Utilities increase their customer base and profit, ignore this.

If you have concerns about health, safety, siting of the pipeline & LNG tank, and the economics of this project, consider that renewables provide sustainable jobs for Granite Staters without the emissions and safety concerns of fracked gas. ECHOaction.org